/ θ / think bathroom and teeth
think
third

will sound like
will sound like

sink or tink
sird or turd*

[ θ ] at the beginning

[ θ ] in the middle

[ θ ] at the end

Thursday
think, thought
third, thirty
throw
through / threw
Thelma

without
nothing
method
breathless
mythology

bath, path
cloth, moth
with
breath
booth, tooth, teeth

1. Thank you.
2. healthy and wealthy
3. I think so.

Thanksgiving Day is on Thursday
Thelma just had her 33rd birthday!
The baby got his third tooth in.

/ δ / the father and smooth
they
those

[

δ ] at the beginning

the, this, that, these, those
they, them
then
though

[

day or zay
dose or zose

δ ] in the middle

[

other
gather
mother, father, brother
although
clothing

[z]

[d]

then
breathe
sooth
bathe
writhe

Zen
breeze
sues
bays
rise

den
breed
sued
bade
ride

That’s right.
either one of them
wet weather.
This is my other brother.
I like this one better than that other one.

δ ] at the end
bathe
clothe, clothes
smooth
breathe
sooth

δ]

[

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

will sound like
will sound like

father and mother
This is it!
Don’t bother me!
I’d rather get together another day.
Mother must bathe the baby.
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ALL TOGETHER

Demonstratives: “this, that, these, those”
adapted from Collins Cobuild, Elementary Grammar, pg 48

B. Change the sentences following the model and
making any necessary changes:
e.g. This is my favourite hat  This hat is my favourite.
1. This is my mother’s favourite song. ________________________________________________
2. That was a terrible joke! ________________________________________________________
3. This is a delicious cake. _________________________________________________________
4. These are comfortable shoes. ____________________________________________________
5. That is a fashionable colour. _____________________________________________________
6. Those are my best pants. _______________________________________________________
7. These are very popular books. ___________________________________________________
8. That was a great party. _________________________________________________________
9. Those are beautiful paintings. ____________________________________________________

C Complete the sentences with this, that, these or those:
1. He’s so busy that I don’t see much of him __________________ days.
2. We haven’t got enough money to go on a holiday __________________ year.
3. What’s the name of __________________ man we met __________________ morning?
4. Have you been in __________________ new supermarket downtown?
5. The price of gas __________________ days is incredible!
6. Who are __________________ people over there?
7. Listen! Do you know __________________ song?
8. __________________ exercise is very easy!
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